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Touchscreen console

Records all maintenance and servicing checks

Includes Wheel Levelling, Wheel Rotation and Calibration

Complete deceleration tests

Can fully configure LEDs and game states

All data stored within the wheel

Monitor and audit scheduled maintenance activities

For additional reporting the data can be downloaded to a PC/
Laptop via the USB without any additional hardware required

Only available for the latest SaturnTM Roulette Wheels

Enables the casino to monitor scheduled maintenance 
activities are being performed

Portable and compact plug-in console

Features & Benefits

SaturnTM

Wheelmate 
Wheelmate is the latest development to the SaturnTM 

Roulette Wheel range which adds a whole host of new 
features for engineers and maintenance staff.

Records all DataPerfect Maintenance Toolkit

Recording all maintenance activities on the wheel enables 
a casino to monitor and audit any scheduled maintenance 
activities that are being performed on the wheel. Recording 
the dates and times of all maintenance tasks performed 
on the wheel provide the casino with the wheel’s lifetime 
maintenance activities, that are easily auditable by the
on-screen report. 

For additional reporting and analysis such as wheel bias and 
historical wheel results, data can then be downloaded to 
a PC/Laptop via the USB without any additional hardware 
required. 

Wheelmate is the perfect toolkit to assist engineers and 
maintenance teams. Available with the latest SaturnTM 
Roulette Wheel, this compact plug in console enables casinos 
to easily monitor and maintain their Wheels, keeping them in 
peak performance at all times.

Wheelmate is compact, completely mobile and simply plugs 
into a wheel to record and store data alleviating the need 
to download to a laptop. Wheelmate delivers powerful new 
features that records all maintenance events to get a full 
picture of how the wheel is operating, whilst also providing 
easy to access levelling information and wheel configuration 
tools. 

Keeps Wheels at Peak Performance 

Using the built-in Inclinometer the casino can quickly and 
easily confirm and visually level the wheel using the digital 
level bubble. No more carrying bulky tools to check if a 
wheel’s level.

The casino can use both the built-in background monitoring 
and on demand deceleration test, to ensure the bearings in 
the wheel are working as desired and the wheel is continuing 
to spin during games.
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Width
Depth
Height

144mm
101mm
20.31mm

5.66inch
3.96inch
0.79inch

LED Configuration Options

Glo Colour Creator (option to customise the LED Glo colour)

Glo Control (option to change colours, patterns and brightness for 
each game state)

Product Specifications

Glo Control Configuration Screen
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